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Fairy tales are like beautiful mirrors of water, so deep and crystal clear! In their
we sense the mysterious experience of a thousand years .. .If you seek to trace the
path that a child's story has followed down through the years, if you go back over the
course of time trying to find its source, you will often discover that though the story
seems new it is very ancient indeed .... The Middles Ages had not invented [the tale] but
taken it from classic antiquity; which in its turn had taken it from the Orient.
You notice, at the same time, that this story multiplies in all the countries, under
slightly different forms; that there are Italian, French, Spanish, English, German, and
Scandinavian versions of it; that these versions can be arranged in order and in kind; that
their essential elements show up in analysis, are well known and have their place in
classified folklore. Some attribute this abundant flowering to spontaneous generation and
others to infiltration.
Paul Hazard

1944*

• Paul Hazard, Books. Children and Mice. 1944. trans. Marguerite Mitchell. (Boston: Hom, 1967);
157-158 .
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Introduction
The tale of Cinderella has made its way around the world for centuries, yet its
rugrny recognizable plot continues to be a popular contemporary theme: a young girl cast
into suffering, treated maliciously, and subjected to privation eventually is summoned to

aregal existence.

We easily identifY the Cinderella character even in the guise of a

mermaid in the film Splash; as a fuctory worker, who lives in a dull and lifeless town
which replaces Cinderella's traditional ashen hearth, in An Officer and a Gentleman; or
as a prostitute whose trick turns out to be Prince Charming in Pretty Woman. Unlike
Cinderella, these women may not have evil stepmothers or glass slippers, yet they all find
their way out of a miserable existence through men of status. Although these stories have
stretched the short tale to movie length, they do not have the substance of traditional
Cinderella tales. The tale is an initiation into adulthood. It offers hope that one may
persevere, even though surrounded by hostile forces, through endurance, the help of
nature, and the memory of those we love. The validity of feminists' criticisms that blame
the tale for perpetuating limiting vision and passive behavior in women have only added
to my interest in "Cinderella." Although I now listen to the tale with adult scrutiny, it
continues to be a memorable token of my childhood like Grandmother's china platter,
which fosters memories of her freshly baked treats.
Those of us who have the good fortune oflooking back on our own childhood
with pleasure, want to transmit the fondness of our heritage and traditions to our own
children. For many youngsters story time creates special memories of lingering moments
with otherwise busy parents. Fairy tales, like "Cinderella," often embrace the traditional
values of the past. With maturity one realizes that the story told is not as important as the
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me>ll!lent with the storyteller, yet the tale becomes a remnant of those special times
and often leaves an indelible impression on the memory. "Cinderella" holds just
value for generations of women as it passes from mother to daughter. Women often
'''repeat the popular story, which is bathed in the prejudicial and limiting values set upon
women from days gone by, unconsciously transmitting its outmoded social values even
today. The traditional tale has become a contemporary myth that denies social and
historical development by contributing to the uncritical acceptance of limiting roles for
and by women. In Mythologies, Roland Barthes explains myth as a tool of acculturation:
Myth consists in overturning culture into nature or, at least, the social, the
cultural, the ideological, the historical into the 'natural'. What is nothing
but a product of class division and its moral, cultural and aesthetic
consequences is presented (stated) as being a matter of course'; under the
effect of mythical inversion, the quite contingent foundations of the
utterance become Common Sense, Right Reason, the Norm, General
Opinion, in short the doxa (which is the secular figure of the Origin). 1
For this reason the Cinderella tale must continually be re-examined for the
sclerotic patriarchal message it subversively imparts. As I trace some of the historical
transformations of the Cinderella tale, I will examine the social climate that is at the heart
of those transformations. Chapter One explores the importance of"Cinderella" as one

link in the chain of a diverse and rich oral heritage and the social significance of the
controversial feminists' views which question whether the Cinderella character is an
adequate role model for women today. Chapter Two is an analysis of the tale's literary
tradition which begins with a tale from the Orient and continues with the most famous of
the European versions by Charles Perrault and the Brothers Grimm that reflect the
agendas of their authors. In Chapter Three, I will introduce several innovative revisions
of the story that demand that their audiences question traditional patterns within the tale
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satire, poetry, and updated fairy tale narratives that emphasize the significance of
Zinderella as an individual rather than as the princess bride. My examination ofthe
cinematic tradition in Chapter Four begins with Walt Disney's 1950 animated classic
<:which presents the most passive of all the Cinderellas. In contrast to Disney's damsel in
:' distress, the heroes of two recent cinematic revisions are introduced as contemporary
women steeped in empowerment and can-do spirit. AB the story of Cinderella changes
through the years it is interesting to note how authors transform the story of Cinderella to
reflect dominant standards, to expose old sins, to project idealized values, and all too
often to increase the bottom line.

4

"Cinderella": Fairy Tale and Role Model
Every real lover of children loves [fuiry tales]; but there are some persons who profess
and disdain them as childish nonsense--tales ''told by an idiot signicying nothing" even
though they may still feel a lingering affection for them in their secret hearts. But fuiry
tales have a still more important claim upon us. Few realize that these romances of our
childhood are something more than nursery stories full of absurdities and impossible
incidents designed to catch a vagrant attention or amuse an idle hour. The ordinary
reader, like the child [sic] is content to take them at their face value---oo interesting
literature of a kind, pleasing a taste for romance, or tickling a funcy for the marvelous.
But to the rational mind they are something more. Its spirit of inquiry spurs it to see what
hidden meanings lie beneath the surfuce, and to learn the knowledge that fairy tales can
bring as to the mental makeup of the men who first told them in the past.
Macleod Yearsley
19241

The contemporary popularity of"Cinderella" has allowed her to step out of the
storybook into opera, ballet, and Hollywood films. As a folktale, "Cinderella" is the
subject of numerous studies that trace the origins and nuances of over 700 versions
worldwide. Scholars interpret and examine the symbolism, social implications, and
psychological ramifications of this timeless tale. While traditional fuiry tales reflect the
issues and concerns of the period of their conception, we must also examine them in light
of current values and the social effects their message imparts today; or perhaps of the
values we impute to them today.
A dictionary definition of the generic noun "cinderella" confirms the pervasive nature
of the story: "[she is] a) one who suffers undeserved neglect usually in a lowly position;
b) one suddenly lifted, often fortuitously, from obscurity and neglect to honor and
significance. "

2

While the latter definition has been used to celebrate the unexpected

success of once starving pop artists and low ranked football teams, the former definition
communicates the subjugation of one by another in a posture of power. "Power"
suggests domination and force, yet it is meaningless unless there is someone to exert
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''nower" over. Lee Andrew Elioseff addresses this paradox of power in archaic myth and
classical fairy tales, noting a cultural shift from community to personal concerns. He
states: " ... in the archaic myth man is represented as collectively insignificant before a
world of power, which is a projection of his own imagination and artistic intelligence";
whereas the classical fuiry tale represents " ... culture, not nature as the locus of
inequality. " 3 "Cinderella" is an apparently simple tale that raises serious questions about
the cultural role of women in both fiction and reality. Concerns over the stereotypical
female role in traditional fairy tales have led feminists, among others, to criticize
aggressively the notion that the only role available for women is that of the unpaid
domestic. Feminist critics of classical tales consider "Cinderella" a "training manual" for
generations of children, and an unworthy role model for female behavior today.4
Closely linked to the social!cultural implications ofthe fairy tales are the widespread
psychoanalytical interpretations. The psychoanalytical approach unlocks the symbolic
images within the stories that correspond to unconscious elements in our lives. 5 Bruno
Bettelheim, the author of The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance of

Fairy Tales, explains that the Cinderella story provides a means for children to cope with
sibling rivalry and those fears associated with parental abandonment or death.

6

Critics of

the psychoanalytical approach fear that such interpretations neglect concerns based on a
historical perspective and the socializing furces from which the stories emerge. 7
Marcia Lieberman claims that "Cinderella," as a product of male design, serves to
acculturate women to an acceptable role in a patriarchal society, a transaction that
perpetuates the narrow female role of wife and mother as the "Angel of the House."8 The
subversive nature of fairy tales places females in domestic roles and requires their

be_·-
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~\!rescue by a male figure, projecting this as the normative pattern of behavior

by virtue of one's sex. 9 Elisabeth Panttaja further suggests that Biblical and
mythological traditions offer Eve and Pandora as destructively "destabilizing
humanity, giving authors further license to depict female heroes through a
:inofpatriarchy." 10 These interesting and controversial readings are caught between

'"'"".<>.<1 to preserve the rich, although patriarchal, folktale tradition and the desire to
social mores and injustices that impede the realization of female individuality.
feminists have not sought to eliminate tales such as "Cinderella" because it is more
\ 4seful to employ them for the didactic purpose of exposing outdated values. The
Cinderella tale can be seen in the light of a matriarchal resurrection myth or quest.
Cinderella, surrounded by and at one with elements of nature, (for example the hazel nut
tree and the helpful birds in the Grimms' tale) arises from her dormant and subjugated
state, just as Persephone emerges from Hades to revitalize the Earth with the powers of
Spring. Annette Kolodny aptly expresses the importance offeminist concerns and
observations in regard to women's literary role in her essay "Some Notes on Defrning a
Feminist Literary Criticism":
If we do not approve the pattern we have inherited from our literary past ... then,
as critics, we must help and encourage our young authors to forge new
connections and find new relations. But we cannot forget that the images of
Nature-as-Woman or Woman-as-Muse once held their own kinds of truths and
worked forcefully within our shared cultural psyches; as such, they will always be
with us-an inheritance from our past, not to be annihilated or forgotten, but, with
a new consciousness of their less attractive implications, to be transcended,
superseded, or even subsumed into something else. Hopefully, into patterns and
images more satis:l)'ing to all of us, whatever our sex or sexuality. 11
By applying new questions on old material, critics and historians tease meaning out of the
traditional tales. Fairy tales like "Cinderella" are included in the genre offolktales, and

~
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'seharacterized by marvelous or magical occurrences and they occur everywhere
part of the human experience. In either oral, written, or film versions, fairy
not be dismissed as mere entertainment because they are a primary cultural
for establishing both roles and behavior in society.

12

An historical

D:ective allows us to read the social concerns and prescriptions that these tales

' "c. Whether beloved or scrutinized, fuiry tales have a history rooted in an oral tradition
which little in known. Tellers of tales memorized core stories, popularly
'"transformed formulas, and then varied motifs in response to the needs of small groups of
which they were most likely members. 13 The oral tradition was a medium in which the
poor, uneducated, and superstitious acquired a sense of their history and shared the ways
of the world. 14 The ordinary characters offuiry tales have real problems, but the
solutions are both magical and hopeful. In keeping with one of Joseph Campbell's
definitions of myth, fairy tales introduce to the young and reinforce for the old the ethical
and spiritual values of the tribe. 15 However magical the solutions to the real problems of
ordinary character of fairy tales may be, these solutions are achieved when the heroes
practice the values of the community.
Resolving the crisis of life in their happy endings, fuiry tales employ supernatural aid
in seemingly hopeless situations. In The Fairy Tale: the Magic Mirror of Imagination,
Steven S. Jones states that: "fairy tales use the poetic and exaggerated symbolism of
fantasy to represent the deep-seated feelings of ordinary individuals in fucing the typical
challenges oflife." 16 In a world that provides so few compensations for life's pain and
suffering, it is little wonder that people turn to supernatural narratives as a source of

--
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'~dard

printed versions, which are the subject of abundant critical analysis

representative of the original oral forms that reflected the diversity of their

f!iough popular oral tales were influenced by other versions and stories, the fixed
authorship of printed fairy tales alter their original form.

17

Folklorist Alan

d;:s clauns that once they are written, folktales are reduced to a "pale and inadequate
,.;.tinn" of their former state because, from his professional perspective, fairy tales are

heard and not read. 18 Folklorists have coined the term "fukelore" to describe tales
been altered by collectors, yet perceived by many to be authentic versions from
<the oral tradition. 19 This professional sentiment is both harsh and biased. It would be far
worse to lose anonymous tales forever. Imagine the literary and historical loss if the
author known as Homer had not acquired the inclination to write out or to dictate the oral
tales that are Western civilization's literary legacy. Although the written form of fairy
tales reflects a departure from the oral tradition, collectors have performed the significant
task of piecing together stories that provide historical insight into their own time.
Disclosing information often ignored as historical data, literary tales act as
anthropological keys to our past, just as the fragmented tablets that bear the name The

Epic of Gilgamesh create for us a bond to ancient mysterious times through shared human
concerns. The written tradition of these tales also reveals ever-changing values, as they
move from place to place and generation to generation, an adaptability from which we
may draw knowledge and pleasure through critical readings. Literary tales transmit
elements of the culture in which they are produced through conscious and unconscious
efforts of their authors. Collectors of oral tales, such as Charles Perrault, often ignored

¥''~;_-,,
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resence of malnutrition as a topic in some of these tales because it would
elite of the Paris Salons; but this theme represented reality for the
ot "

time when wish fulfillment frequently took the form of the desire for a full
victimization and ultimate triumph of Cinderella mirrors the dreams of
majority in Western history which longed for upward social mobility but

able to achieve independence, adults who remained under the control of a
bishop, futher, husband, lord, or master.

21

major feminist criticism of the Cinderella character is her passivity to
It would be naive to imagine that children of the Middle Ages, the period
which many of the oral tales were generated, would have been in a position to resist
desires of their fumilies, a condition that in many respects still holds true today. All
too frequently the abuse or death of a child who has remained in the care of a natural
parent even after documented instances of prior mistreatment shocks us both locally and
nationally. Medieval tales of a harsh and often cruel world held a "mirror to life";
therefore, child abandonment and the loss of a parent were common topics in tales of this
period. 22 The abused stepdaughter became a "stock character" of popular tales because
of high mortality rates during childbirth leading to remarriage by many widowers, whose
new wives often felt threatened by children of earlier marriages.

23

But by the :fifteenth

century, changing social structures and the invention of the printing press led to a broader
based readership and a distrust of the old oral traditions by those who had acquired even
minimal education.

24

Whatever their social or symbolic purpose, Cinderella stories around the world share
certain motifs that enable folklorists to categorize them by type, according to specific plot
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With over 700 documented written versions of the Cinderella story, it
,\)intless to build an analysis based on one text when the characterization of
continually changes to reflect its author's unconscious social mindset or
didactic intent. The Aarne and Thompson index, a means of categorizing
distinguishes the tales under present examination as type 51 OA. 25 Included in
§subtype are the Chinese Cinderella "Sheh Hsien," Charles Perrault's "Cendrillon,"
Brothers Grimms' "Aschenputtel," which share the following familiar moti:ls:
The heroine is mistreated by her stepmother and stepsisters.
2. During a period in which her stepfiunily forces her to do menial labor and sleep in
the hearth, animal helpers and the spirit of her dead mother assist in the care of
the child by giving her clothes and/or food. The reincarnate mother takes the
form of a mentor (the .fuiry godmother in Perrault's "Cendrillon" and a man from
heaven in Sheh Hsien) or a tree on her mother's grave (in Grinun's
"Aschenputtel").
3. She meets a prince whom she evades in a flight (often three times).
4. She loses a shoe and is later identified by a shoe test.
5. She marries the prince.26
The story of Sheh Hsien is the oldest documented Cinderella tale, and it contains
elements that appear to have strongly influenced later European versions. My selection
of the latter versions is based on the popularity of both Perrault's tale (which is the
primary source of Walt Disney's animated version) and that of the Brothers Grimm,
whose collection of fairy tales outsold every book but the Bible at the beginning of the

11

27

I will examine the tales from a historical perspective while exploring

transformations of the female character commonly known as "Cinderella."

12

Meets West: Social Customs and the Tales of Sheh Hsien,
Cendrillon, and Aschenputtel
Cinderella, the sought-for image, is always there, anonymous, wherever man
calls his thoughts like partners to the dance; she is found, and again lost amid
her rival's blaze and din. But when despair or sleep has sent the baggages where
they came from, he will find, in dreams, one slipper on the stair.
Aarland Ussher
1951 1

The transmitters of oral tales are historically without name and gender, unlike
storybook versions. While fuiry tales thrill, delight, or act as cautionary tales, it is
important to remember that they have not been handed down by an omniscient force or
written in stone; they are stories colored by social and cuhural conditions of the time and
place in which they were recorded. As such, each tale represents the convictions and
motives of its author. While fuiry tales are rich in symbolism that readily leads to
voluminous interpretations, upon examining the cultures of origin it is impossible to
ignore the ambient social values. This is tave of the earliest known version of the tale.
Although the most familiar Cinderella tales are European in origin, the oldest
2

documented tale comes from China ninth-century C.E. Based on evidence which is
inconclusive, scholars believe that the ancient tradition of"Cinderella" began in a small
village somewhere between Hanoi and Haiphong, which was part of the Chinese Empire
during the T'ang dynasty. The author of the Chinese tale, Tuan Ch'eng-shih, learned the
story of Sheh Hsien from an oral bard, a story which I will now summarize.

3

After the death of her beloved mother, Sheh Hsien, the daughter of a cave chief,
suffers mistreatment by a wicked stepmother. After the death ofher futher, the
stepmother demands that she perform dangerous tasks such as cutting wood and drawing
water from deep wells. One day Sheh Hsien catches a fish with "red fins and golden
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kept in a vessel that it quickly outgrew. Placed in a pond behind her
appears on the banks when the girl approaches. The stepmother learns of
Aftrl'-'M it into appearing while she disguises herself in Sheh Hsein's coat. She

serves it for dinner. The girl cries bitterly upon realizing her friend is

ha man appears to her from heaven, tells her the awful fute of the fish, and
Hsein to recover the bones, hide them in her room, and pray to them for the
of any wish. The girl asks for gold, pearls, dresses, and food. One day she

~>awav to a cave festival dressed in "bluish finery" and "a pair of golden shoes."

4

her stepsister and fearing recognition, she hurries back to her home, losing a shoe
The shoe is given to the King, who demands that the owner of the dainty
be found. Upon arriving at the home of Sheh Hsien, the King finds the girl whose
· roor fits the tiny shoe, and she further reinforces her recognition by producing its match.
He marries Sheh Hsien, and they leave for his kingdom, taking the magical fish bones.
The stepmother and her daughter are killed by flying stones and shown pity by the local
people, who place their bodies in a stone pit they call "The Tomb of Regretful Women."
The King proves to be greedy, requesting "iofinite numbers of jewels and jades" until the
bones cease to answer prayers and misfortune befulls him.
The story of Sheh Hsien shares some cardinal elements of the more fumiliar
Cinderella stories: the heroes' mistreatment at the hands of their stepmother; the
intervention of spiritual aid (her father reincarnate); a magical object which doles out
bountiful rewards (fish bones); the heroes' flight; a lost shoe; a shoe test; and finally the
heroes' marriage to a member of royalty. However, in the story ofSheh Hsien, the King

14

!Uloured with a girl he never sees, the owner of the dainty shoe which was

shoe is a significant element in many Cinderella tales, and the appearance
totifwarrants further examination. The shoe is a complex Chinese folkloric
a culture that regarded dainty feet as a sign of feminine beauty. Peculiar to the
class of China, the painful procedure of binding the feet of young girls began in the

or sixth century C. E. and continued until early in this century.

The miniature feet,

ll"golden lilies" as indication of their delicate nature, have been recorded at lengths

than four inches, a restriction which made the act of walking both difficult and
Tiny feet were an index of a woman's beauty and worth in a culture that
'reserved its "rough work" for "large-footed women.',~;
While dainty feet denoted a female's social standing in Chinese culture, the fish,
which acts as Sheh Hsien's benefactor in the story, is both a natural and a supernatural
symbol of fertility and wealth by virtue of the extraordinary number of it eggs. 7 Many
scholars consider the Cinderella story a seasonal myth that reflects remnants of ancient
festivals held in spring to celebrate the passage of winter. The young girL who
symbolizes nature, is in a dormant stage of life until her union with a prince (or king),
representing the sun, culminates in the birth of spring. 8
The elements ofthe oral tradition that remain in written versions of Cinderella are
laden with symbolic meaning such as this, which allows us to celebrate the aspects of life
we continue to share with past generations. However, changing customs, traditions, and
values create a rift between the past and our present notions of gender roles. This new
perspective prompts the questioning of such horrific traditions as the binding of women's
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equation of a woman's worth with her beauty; and the patriarchal
l:!aintaining order by relegating women to the primarily domestic roles of

~Europe,

authors molded the character of Cinderella just as Pygmalion had

{''Galatea, creating their image of the ideal woman while promising utopian
good behavior. Cinderella's recognition as the Prince's mate takes place only
European authors depict her silent compliance with the demands of the stepmother,
represents patriarchal order in the tale. Adding to the saturation of this message, the
Kelopment of a commercial market for children's literature coincided with printed
of fuiry tales. 9 Charles Perrault, educated in both law and architecture, is the
of the Cinderella story considered the most finniliar worldwide. 10 His collection
flft"l"s entitled Histoires ou contes du temps passe (Tales From Days Gone By), was

published in 1695, etching the name of Charles Perrault in history, although he originally
gave authorship to his young son. 11 In the preface ofhis work, Perrault praises the ability
of fairy tales to amuse children, while influencing their moral values:
No matter how frivolous and bizarre all these fables are in their
adventures, it is certain that they arouse a desire in children to resemble
those whom they see become happy and at the same time a fear of the
misfortunes which befall wicked characters because of their wickedness .
. . .It is incredible how avaraciously innocent souls whose natural rectitude
12
has not yet been corrupted receive these hidden instructions.
Although Perrault's plot remains essentially the same as that of the other tales in
type 510 A, one should note how he changes the character of Cinderella. Perrault
adapted his story from a tale told to him by a childhood nursemaid, but in "Cendrillon"
he conforms Cinderella to the tastes of the cultured class of his time by entertaining
young women of the court of King Louis XIV with fuiry romances. 13 Perrault reshaped

16

were popular among the peasant culture to suit the refined language, manners,
ideals of the bourgeoisie and aristocracy. As a tool ofliterary socialization,
tales exemplified the behavior of a courtly society and cultivated high cultural
According to Jack Zipes, Perrault transformed the characters, plots, and
· ;..nhP

tales from those of the peasantry to those of the bourgeois-aristocratic elite,

negatively affected the way peasant children viewed their own "status, sexuality,
roles, manners and politics" and deprived fairy tales of their original function.

14

rjginally embedded within the peasant community and told from their perspective, fairy
evolved and, acting as historical documents, reflected social and personal concerns
time. Life for the peasants was, of course, a struggle with .poverty, hunger, and
··death. Remarriage was frequent among widowers because of the high mortality rate
during childbirth and therefore stepmothers were commonplace. The harsh treatment of
stepchildren depicted in stories such as "Cinderella" was often the result of meager
provisions and the struggle for survival. Upon reaching their teens, children joined the
adult work force in days of unending toil, having little time for childhood or innocence.

15

Although it is impossible to know who created fairy tale narratives, it is significant that
many collectors of fairy tales obtained their tales from a female lineage. Women, as the
spinners of yarn, became the spinners of tales. They carefully told the stories of their
culture in voices otherwise silenced and considered inferior or negligible by lords and
masters. Without license to speak freely, they carefully spun tales line by line to relay a
portrait of life as they knew it, just as Philomela wove her tapestry thread by thread to
create a medium that would reveal to Procne the ordeal of her rape and silencing. In the
matriarchal tradition, oral versions of"Cinderella" depicted a young girl who overcomes

17

and suffering to regain the social stature that was rightfully hers. Perrault
Cinderella character in his literary tale, portraying her as a submissive,
and mannered girl whose reward is marriage to a prince. Perrault colors
nderella with his conception of ideal female virtues; "beauty, kindness, obedience,
i¢dication to the maintenance of the home."

16

Notable elements in Perrault's "Cendrillon" are the appearance of a Fairy

<Godmother; the magical metamorphosis of a pumpkin into a carriage; the transfurrnation
ofmice, a rat, and lizards into the entourage that escort her to the ball; glass slippers; and
the disappearance of all the magic at the midnight curfew.

17

Magically transformed from

ashes and rags to queenly attire, the young girl exhibits both grace and grooming.
Exhibiting all the desirable markings of a well-bred lady of court, Cinderella becomes the
portrait of a seventeenth-century female hero. Clothed in rags and covered in ashes,
Cinderella still "was a hundred times handsomer than her sisters," she bore the abuse of
her stepfamily with patience, helped to dress them in their finery for the ball, and never
asked if she herself might attend. 18 Upon her stepfamily's departure, the well-mannered
and submissive Cinderella falls to the ground sobbing, "I wish I could [go]," prompting
her rescue by the Fairy Godmother. 19 Charles Perrault's stories played an important role
in the socialization of children because they followed the standards of conduct employed
by a dominant male society attempting to mold a more homogenous culture in the
seventeenth-century. 20
Displaying the ideal attributes of a fumale in upper class society, Cinderella is
"beautiful, polite, graceful, industrious, properly groomed, and knows how to control
herself at all times. "21 Reflecting France's Catholicism, the Fairy Godmother combines

18

,¢ments of the Fates and the Graces with Catholic belief in the Blessed Mother by
2

the spiritual welfure of a child to a godparent? It is also interesting to note
eliminates retribution from his Cinderella tale. Instead, those who oppressed
are graciously forgiven and the tale is tidied up further when Cinderella matches
~~j" stepsisters "that very same day ... with two great lords of the court. ,m

Paradoxically, though Perrault believed the tales he told were part of a common
treasure, he altered the stories to transmit and perpetuate only aristocratic
i\Y.lllues. 24 Continuing along a similar path, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm introduced their
,,,:;;::,.,,,_,tales to spread bourgeois values in Germany. The brothers, both scholars in
linguistics and fulklore, extensively researched German literature and customs and
collected oral versions of folktales. Taking notes in the comfort of their home, the

Grimms listened to popular tales primarily relayed to them by educated female
storytellers who learned the stories as children.25 Although the Grimms originally
collected the tales with scholarly intentions, they quickly saw the tales as a means of
uniting the German people with their past during a time of massive social, economic, and
political shifts which in their view had caused critical social and cultural disorientation. 26
The Grimms sought to establish the cultural unity of the German people through their
common traditions and language, emphasizing their unique genius during an age that
gave birth to Mozart and Goethe. 27 The Grimms drastically changed the tales, which
appealed to children, for the didactic purposes of their time, although the tales were
supposed to represent a voice from the past. In The Brothers Grimm: From Enchanted

Forests to the Modern World, Jack Zipes details the Grimms' editing process:
They eliminated erotic and sexual elements that might be offensive to
middle-class morality, added numerous Christian expressions and
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references, emphasized specific role models for male and female
protagonists according to the dominant patriarchal code of that time, and
endowed many of the tales with a "homey" or biedermeier flavor by the
8
use of diminutives, quaint expressions, and cute descriptions?
In 1812, the Brothers Grimm presented the story of Cinderella or "Aschenputtel"
number 21 of their collection entitled Kinder und Hausmarchen.
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The popularity

Grimms' fairy tales led to their publication and circulation in Europe and America, and
1870's the tales were included in educational anthologies throughout the Western
30

The Grimms' "Cinderella" plot includes the following distinctive elements:

sorting is added to the domestic tasks; supernatural aid comes in the form of a tree
girl planted as a sapling on her mother's grave; birds help her with her tasks and act
as animal witnesses; the Prince lays a trap of pitch in order to catch the fleeing beauty;
the stepsisters mutilate their feet to fit in the dainty shoe; and after her marriage to the
Prince the stepsisters' eyes are plucked out by the bird helpers.
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Keeping in mind that the Brothers Grimms intended to inspire pride in national
tradition while accommodating a growing bourgeois class, one must note that their
version of "Cinderella" is not a rags-to-riches story; she is the daughter of a "rich
man. "32 Yet the Grimms' version explicitly reveals a girl who is inherently worthy of her
happy ending as the true bride while the false brides are swiftly punished. Elisabeth
Panttaja suggests that the Grimms' "Cinderella" is a story of class distinction. Her virtue
and honor directly correspond to her ancestry, wealth, and social status, separating her
from the stepsisters, who represent a lowly and unworthy lot.
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The stepsisters, as

intruders into this house of aristocratic blood, always plead for material gifts from the
father, such as fine clothing and jewel which will physically display the wealth of the
family. Cinderella, a girl whose natural disposition reflects her aristocratic values,
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the first twig that strikes against [her father's] hat on the way home. "
and moral oppositions of good/bad and their attendant social and material
are interwoven vividly in this tale and create its basic tension.
,'Cinderella's dying mother passes on a legacy of goodness to her young daughter

if she is "good and pious" God will surely provide for her. The stepmother

~er daughters, as intruders, are not of the same blood line or moral fiber as
(lereUa. A sapling planted at her mother's gravesite and nurtured with Cinderella's
re-establishes contact between the natural girl and her supernatural mother. The

~epmother gives Cinderella the seemingly impossible task of sorting the good lentils
bad lentils that she has strewn in the hearth. Cinderella calls on the helper birds
dwell in the tree, which is her mother reincarnate. As a projection of the mind's
capacity to differentiate between good and evil, the birds, as symbolic projections of the
mind's imaginative capacity, swiftly assist Cinderella in the accomplishment of her task.
In contrast, the stepsisters, who lack imaginative resources, display their animal nature by
mutilating their feet in an attempt to fit into the slipper, a representation of the traditional
values of virtue and honor. After understanding that the slipper is a metaphor for the
pattern of values that dictates social acceptance, we come to the realization that each of
us wear such a slipper. While the form of the slipper remains rigid, the essence of those
values which fill it shift and change throughout time within fumilies, communities, and
countries requiring conformity or rejection. The birds alert the Prince that the stepsisters
are false brides. In an exaggerated moralistic fashion, the stepsisters are condemned for
their immoral uphringing with their blinding at the end of the tale. In contrast,
Cinderella's mother has instilled in her goodness and piety, and her futher has provided
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Since she has passed the tests of virtue and honor in her time, the
provide a traditional happy ending for their hero.
The Grimms' version of"Cinderella" is the one most studied by scholarly
This simple fairy tale has led to complicated discussion, interpretations, and
for their most impressionable audience, children. As discussed earlier,
ti:rinists raise important questions about the role of stories that portray women in passive
domesticated roles. Changing with the times and the agendas of those who write her
Cinderella continues to evolve and rightfully so. Past portrayals of Cinderella
j;hould be subjected to both tolerance and careful examination, just as we accept the
'values of our parents and our grandparents. However, a blind acceptance of past values
and messages iriflicts stasis. We must pose questions to the dominant culture from which
the literary tradition of fuiry tales has emerged and we must render the values of these
tales conscious. In order to carry on this tradition effectively, fuiry tales must be
carefully scrutinized in light of contemporary values and concerns and on occasion rewritten to enhance the creativity of both author and reader. To that task we now turn.
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The Tale Retold: The Literary Tradition
How, indeed, could the myth of Cinderella not keep all its validity? Everything
still encourages the young girl to expect fortune and happiness from some Prince
Charming rather than to attempt by herself their difficult and uncertain conquest.
In particular, she can hope to rise, thanks to him, into a caste superior to her
own, a miracle that could not be bought by the labor of her lifetime. But such a
hope is a thing of evil because it divides her strength and her interests; this
division is perhaps woman's greatest handicap. Parents still raise their daughter
with a view to marriage rather than to furthering her personal development ...
Simone de Beauvoir
19521

Oral folktales, which were often ribald and originally intended for adult
entertainment, were made fashionable, romantic, and childlike by authors such as Perrault
and the Brothers Grimm. 2 The addition of illustrations in storybooks contributes
considerably to a child's impression of a story. Artists provide an image of characters
that otherwise would be left to a child's imagination, not allowing her to form her own
sense of beauty. The blonde and blue-eyed image of beauty frequently portrayed in
storybooks excludes many of its readers who are from ethnically diverse cultures (see
figures 1 and 2 page 23). The mass-market variety of Cinderella storybooks presents a
sugar-spun image of a blonde-haired innocent priced for quick and numerous sales. The
motto for this damsel in distress could be "wish fulfillment just happens" in contrast to
her hardier predecessor in the Grimms' tale who proactively combines ritualistic
attendance at her mother's gravesite with actions leading to eventual fulfillment. AB
morality tales, neither "Sheh Hsien" nor "Ashenputtel" show any mercy for the futes of
their evil stepfumily while mass-market versions of the tale either soften or eliminate
retnbution as in Perrault's tale.
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Figure I. Nineteenth-century illustration Marina Warner,
From the Beast to the Blonde: On Fairy Tales and Their Tellers, New York:
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1994. nlate 23.

Figure 2. Walt Disney's Cinderella 1950
Christopher Finch, The Art of Walt Disney: From Mickey Mouse to the Magic
Kingdoms, New York: Abrams, 1973,290.

<
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debate about the suitability of fairy tales for children has been ongoing since their
:ablishment as a formal genre. In the late eighteenth century and well into the
iQ.eteenth, educators and critics complained that fairy tales confused truth with fiction
wasted precious educational time on "follies and nonsense" that should be spent
productively learning facts, skills, and good manners. 3 Sarah T rirnmer, an
'educational expert of the late eighteenth century, cautioned parents against fairy tales that
condoned violence and ambition, including the desire to marry above one's station. She
proclaimed "Cinderella" an immoral tale which "paints some of the worst passions that
can enter into the human breast, and of which little children should, if possible, be totally
ignorant; such as envy, jealousy, a dislike of step-mothers and half-sisters, vanity, a love
of dress, etc."4 In England, attacks of this nature led to a dearth of tales considered
acceptable, and those that did endure were rewritten to reflect a distrust of the oral
tradition, which combined indiscriminately pagan elements with Christian practices. 5
One such mid-nineteenth century revision in England, by George Cruikshank, turns the
story of Cinderella into a tale of prohibition. In Cinderella's wedding scene, the author
includes an enormous bonfire made of "bottles of wine and spirits. "6 In contrast, Charles
Dickens, in his essay "Frauds on the Fairies," was among those defending the nature of
fairy tales:
It would be hard to estimate the amount of gentleness and mercy that has
made its way down through these slight channels. Forbearance, courtesy,
consideration of the poor and aged, kind treatment of animals, the love of
nature, abhorrence of tyranny and brute force ... 7

Well-intentioned adults divided the literary tales between those who wished to instruct
children through moral retribution as in Grimms' Cinderella, and those who wanted to
protect children by sweetening tales with "wholesome" qualities considered appropriate
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:socialization of children as in Cruikshank's temperance tale.
~'existed

8

The fact that a

is evidence in itself that fairy tales, as an effective too 1 of socializing

were an issue worthy of a fight. Ahhough debates continued, the nature of the
shifted with the times.

the twentieth century, fuiry tales, a hot connnercial connnodity, were the fuvored
genre for middle-class children. The radio and Jilin industry increased the
1luliences of fuiry tales by creating a perfect package of "fumily fure." Carefully
:''fiWeboosing actors and narrators who would attract the largest audiences, broadcasters sold
'llroducts while supplying feel-good happy endings during the hopeless years of
depression and war. However, fairy tales once again came under fire. 9 In the 1970s, the
Council on Interracial Books for Children (CIBC) proposed to eliminate sexism and
racism in children's literature. The Council's educational director, Dr. Robert Moore,
urged parents and educators to "liberate" both schools and homes from the potential
dangers of fairy tales along with many other literary pieces of the western world that
"contain values and assumptions which reinforce unhealthy and destructive images for
the reader." 10 In a Bulletin editorial, the CIBC makes a strong demand on the publishers
of children's books:
It seems to us that there has been a [sic] abdication of responsibility for
protecting children from the pernicious effects of racist and otherwise anti-hnman
books. Unsafe cars are recalled by the manufucturer. Dangerous drugs are taken
of the market by the FDA. Children's clothing that contains hazardous chemicals
is also removed. But who in the publishing world assumes responsibility for the
damaging effects of children's books once that are published?... Isn't it time that
publishers accept their responsibility for "recalling" or otherwise dealing with
books that they themselves acknowledge to be inaccurate and/or racist? Does
social responsibility end once a book leaves the printing press?... And for all of
us--hbrarians, parents, teachers, editors--as we increase our awareness, are we to
be bound by our past insensitivity?11
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Considering that the Council admirably supported the works of minorities and
~'cognized

the need to provide children with the skills to detect racism and sexism in

literature, at first glance their quest appears to he a worthy attempt to raise consciousness
iunong minorities. However, the recommendation to "liberate" such works from
, bookshelves looks suspiciously like a call for censorship and an overall bias against
The Council summoned to the chopping block :fuiry tales such as "Cinderella"
and "Red Riding Hood" for their sexually biased portrayals of females along with classics
such as Huckleberry Finn, which they considered unsuitable because it contains "racist
and derogatory depictions." 12 More specifically, the censorship of fairy tales raises two
distinct problems. First, can consciousness be raised (that is the consciousness of the
introjected roles imposed by society) without confronting directly the means of
ideological acculturation? Rather than to eliminate books containing offensive material
from bookshelves, it might be of greater value to recognize the nature of the offense and
to "teach the conflict" through fumily and classroom discussion. Mirroring traditional
values, Cinderella's natural mother hands down cultural expectations to her young and
vulnerable daughter, as exemplified in Grimms' tale: "Dear child, he good and pious,
and God will always take care ofyou." 13 The "good" mother's role in a patriarchal
society is to transmit the nature of female roles in patriarchy through example and
advice.

14

In rewarding Cinderella for her patience, subordination, and unquestioning

ability to conform to the traditional values passed on to her by her mother, the Cinderella
story contributes to the bias against active and ambitious women. 15 Any patriarchal
structure is deeply dependent upon women's uncritical acceptance of domestic
limitations, in the role ofhousekeeper, wife, and mother. Today's women have choices
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unavailable to their grandmothers or mothers; yet, though few "liberated
expect to marry Prince Charming, the culturally approved ideal of marriage as a

~~th"r than a choice persists.

16

Modem women often find themselves caught

the traditional values and perceived expectations that are attached to the role of
These are often defining roles that derive their significance based on
~~ accomplishments of another, wife of Jim, mother of Michael, which may infringe
;:'ffiE~pon many women's desires to experience their own nature and accomplishments,

leaving them unfulfilled.

This challenge to find one's individuality cannot be met with blind acceptance of
~cial mores

that continue to define the female role as secondary and servile to men.

Some feminist writers experiment with fuiry tales to probe the power and politics of
gender arrangements. New Cinderella narratives have been created for both children and
adults so the limitless potential and choices females have can be realized and arbitrary
sexual roles can be questioned. Whether in poetry or prose, these Cinderella stories share
the common impulse for changing an automatic acceptance of male domination and its
attendant portrait of the "authentic" woman. 17 But a second objection to censoring fuiry
tales also provides a clue as to the reason for their persistence. Traditional tales, together
with their present objectionable elements, still contain valuable actions, symbols, and
models ofbehavior for the young reader. No story, no poem, no tale is explained
sufficiently through a single interpretation. No tale should be rejected or censored solely
because it contains objectionable elements. Feminist writers have retold the Cinderella
tale, sometimes with satirical twists, to expose its sexist expectations. In John Gardner's
"Gudgekin the Thistle Girl," the hero bears humiliation at the hands ofher stepmother
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without ever feeling sorry for herself but by openly expressing compassion for the pains
of others. A Fairy Queen comes to the rescue of this child, who must learn to love herself
as well as others by embarking on a course of self-knowledge. Before Gudgekin finds
happiness, the abuse she endures takes its toll on her and she becomes drastically selfabsorbed. She stoically refuses the attentions of the Prince, who she wrongfully feels has
humiliated her, until he learns to respect her integrity. Eventually the Prince, aided by the
Fairy Queen, revives her compassion by pretending to be ill, yet she also retains "her
pride and uncommon self-respect." 18 Gardner's tale of rejuvenated life through the
recognition of meeting one's own needs as well as the needs of others offers young girls a
moderate path to fulfilling both traditional values and individuality.
Other authors deviate from the fuiry tale form to renew the Cinderella story in
light of contemporary concerns through poetry. Judith Viorst turns the tide on a not-socharming-prince in a comic poem entitled " ... And Then the Prince Knelt Down and
Tried to Put the Glass Slipper on Cinderella's Foot":
I really didn't notice that he had a funny nose.
And he certainly looked better all dressed up in funcy clothes.
He's not nearly as attractive as he seemed the other night.
So I think I'll just pretend that this glass slipper feels too tight. 19
Viorst attempts to promote awareness of the traditional behavior by reversing the roles of
the victimized and the powerful through satirically focusing on the emphasis traditionally
placed on fumale beauty. Her Cinderella equates the Prince's value to his appearance, a
point feverishly criticized by feminists in the female stereotyping of the traditional tale.
Unfortunately, Viorst's young readers may easily overlook the satirical implications of
this poem and acquire its overt but unintended message. The poem's playful intent
nltimately gives Cinderella the upper hand; however, this is acquired in a "Valley girl"
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performance of empty superficiality and dishonesty that relays an inappropriate statement
about the treatment of another human.
Anne Sexton offers a narrative in her collection of poems entitled

Transformations, that retells the Grimms' version of the Cinderella tale in a tongue-incheek manner, concluding with the author's attack on the theme oflove at first sight.
Although Cinderella "fit into the shoe /like a love letter into its envelope," Sexton
ridicules the tale's happy ending that paints a portrait of bliss that is forever frozen in time
while ignoring the commitment and sacrifice that it takes to have a successful
relationship:
Cinderella and the prince
lived, they say, happily ever after,
like two dolls in a museum case
never bothered by diapers or dust,
never arguing over the timing of an egg,
never telling the same story twice,
never getting a middle-aged spread,
their darling smiles pasted on for eternity.
Regular Bobbsey Twins.
20
That story.
In another serious collection of poems written for adults and based on traditional
fairy tales, Olga Broumas tampers with the manner in which fairy tales create gender
barriers as they contribute to the socializing process of a patriarchal society. Broumas
gives her Cinderella the voice of a contemporary woman, both cognizant of and
disheartened over the reality of her subjugated existence. This Cinderella is the chosen
woman whose "small foot conveniently I fills the slipper of glass," symbolizing her
beauty and sexuality, the double-edged sword that both won her the prince and caused
her isolation:
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Apart from my sisters, estranged
from my mother, I am a woman alone
in a house of men
who secretly
call themselves princes, alone
21
with me usually, under cover of dark.
Cinderella's anger speaks to "Everywoman": the woman who has done the job but has
not received the equal pay, the woman who has acquired the position but is a victim of
jealousy and name calling; the woman who has struggled to achieve both traditioual
expectations of home and family as well as contemporary expectations of career and
individuality; the woman who must be mother, father, and sole supporter of her family; or
the woman who has simply looked in the mirror only to desire a more youthful or thinner
reflection in order to fulfill society's preconceived mask of beauty.
A woman co-opted by promises: the lure
of a job, the ruse of a choice, a woman forced
to bear witness, falsely
against my kind, as each
other sister was judged inadequate, bitchy, incompetent,
22
jealous, too thin, too fat. I know what I know.
Described as "estranged" and "in a state of siege" Broumas's Cinderella is aware that her
fate flaps in the wind of the socializing majority "as one piece of laundry, strung on a
windy clothesline a mile long." She would prefer the retnm of her "ashes," her "cold
stove," and her "cinder block pillow" over the coveted "prosperous house", the prize she

has acquired for her perceived charms, which causes the "good soup" she boils to tnm in
her "mouth to mud. "23 While classical fairy tales always have a happy ending, it is clear
from this poem that life does not.
Reviving the fairy tale form, its magic, its happy ending, and its matriarchal roots,
Jane Y olen contributes a Cinderella tale that celebrates the strengths and reaffirms the
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:Ci:\>ie!lknesses of female relationships in 'The Moon Ribbon." The author inserts into the
_:;_;::/:_

1Jtraditional plot a "plain and good hearted" girl named Sylva, who is mistreated in
4

Cinderella fashion by an evil stepmother and stepsisters.Z The girl's mother leaves her a
silver ribbon woven from the hairs of her maternal ancestors as a token of hope in her
desperate situation. The color silver, entwined throughout the story, connotes an
association with the moon and feminine principles, such as the worship of the goddess
Artemis in classical mythology.Z5 The name Sylva, closely linked to Silvanus, a Roman
god of the forest, also hints at the hero's inherent ability to return to a more natural or
freer state of being from the rigidity of social conatructs represented by the stepmother.
Sylva enters this natural state through three dreamlike experiences which reveal her
capacity for creativity. A woman professing to be both her mother and her sister guides
the child on a journey of maturation. In the end, Sylva plucks silver strands from her
own hair to add to the ancestral nbbon so she may pass the gift on to her own daughter.
Marriage and children are noteworthy in the cyclic nature of the story but are not
presented as biologically determined events that lead to the story's happy ending. "The
Moon Ribbon" is a delightful version of the Cinderella story that provides a message of
self-assurance and the benefits of alliance among women as a means toward autonomy
for both children and adults.
Although Cinderella has evolved in the literary tradition, film adaptations that
create larger-than-life images, projecting ideals spun by the master dream makers of
Hollywood, have surpassed literary tales in their ability to reach the masses. The
intrusive mass marketing techniques that sell movie tickets and tie-in products generate
interest in both films and their characters. The proof of such techniques is in this
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)~ij~er's blockbuster film by George Lucas, Stars Wars Episode One: The Phantom
j;jenace, as advertisements and products bombard the public on television and at local

One should never underestimate the power of such marketing techniques to
penetrate not only the pockets ofthe public but their minds with images of youth and
bliss. Film images have the capacity either to create or reinforce and then transmit the
views and desires of society, and the cinematic portrayal offemale roles is a significant
factor in maintaining or questioning cultural attitudes toward women within the social
structure.
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The Tales Retold: The Cinematic Tradition
Cinema has a way ofleaving the images of certain faces and bodies
permanently inscribed in our memories ... Perhaps no aspect of the cinema
is more powerful--<Jr more potentially troubling-than its capacity to
confront viewers with such moving bodies and fuces, larger than life,
images projected in motion and in time.
Forest Pyle
1
1993

The magical appeal of classical fuiry tales provides imaginative filmmakers with
the material to portray memorable characterizations that reach countless people
worldwide. During the last fifty years, popular film versions of the Cinderella story
mirror the cultural attitudes of their time, especially in regard to women's role in society.
I will examine three Cinderella stories, each uniquely representing these changing values,
beginning with the most popular adaptation, Walt Disney's 1950 animated film; a 1997
remake of Rodgers and Hammerstein's 1957 musica~ featuring a multicultural cast; and
the 1998 film Ever After: A Cinderella Story, starring Drew Barrymore as an adventurous
and intellectual hero.
In order to understand the social implications ofDisney's classic film, one must
look at the period immediately following World War II. The aftermath of the War
brought about a resurgence oftraditional fumily values and ideals, increased birth rates,
and demographic shifts to the suburbs. The men returning home from war were in need
ofjobs, and many women returned to domestic duties from their jobs in the fuctories. In
an effort to maximize the benefits of this shift in the labor force, the marketing industry
idealized women's role as homemaker. Good, clean fumily entertainment was the aim of
the film industry in this period, and these aspirations were policed by the Motion Picture
Production Code. The Code, commissioned in 1930 under the guidance of its first
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~~~ident

William Hays, furnished a means by which the industry could carefully monitor

and violence in films and promote narratives that did not sympathize with behavior
deemed improper, immoral, or even odd. This self-censorship offset boycotting by
groups such as the Catholic Legion ofDecency.Z Wah Disney, an ingenious filmmaker
and businessman, employed these trends to his favor by embodying such values in the
retelling of classic fuiry tales.
Disney's obvious choice for his film adaptation fur Cinderella was Charles
Perrault's literary version because the earlier author had already largely cleansed the
disagreeable or distasteful elements from the tale to transmit the manners and values
important during the reign of Louis XIV. Disney has often been labeled the "Great
Sanitizer," a description which has been used both to criticize and praise his work, which
embodied the values of the dominant American culture of his time. 3 Sanitizing the
Cinderella story beyond the moral designs of Charles Perrault, Disney's hero does not
find it in her heart to forgive her wretched stepsisters nor does she find them husbands
because that would suggest a reward for improper or immoral behavior. Although moral
retribution was in order for the film, Disney rejected the symbolic and gruesome blinding
of the stepsisters offered by the Brothers Grimms in fuvor of communicating a moral
message through the eventual destruction of the stepmother's malevolent companion,
Lucifer the cat. Uncle Walt's Cinderella is beautiful, cheerful, nurturing, self-sacrificing,
and domestically industrious, demonstrating the qualities that fulfill the stereotypical
ideals ofwifu and mother as neatly as Cinderella's foot fits the glass slipper. Indeed,
these rigid values are the glass slippers, at least symbolically. The film portrays
Cinderella as the ideal American woman of the 1950s, and Walt Disney exploited this
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liliage with creative marketing ploys. In Happily Ever After: Fairy Tales, Children, and
the Culture Industry, Jack Zipes notes:
Most important for Disney and other producers offairy-tale films was the
manner in which they could 'hook' children as consumers not because
they believed their films had artistic merit and could contribute to
children's cultural development, but because they wanted to control
children's aesthetic interests and consumer tastes. 4
This harsh criticism of the bottom line turns out to be quite apt in the case of Walt Disney
Productions.
In 1946, Disney Studios had laid off approximately one third of its staff because
of"rising salaries, escalating production costs, stagnant rental fees for films, and
shrinking profits."5 But, premiering on Valentine's Day in Boston and featured on the
cover of Newsweek's February 13, 1950 edition, Cinderella promised to become the
romantic hit of its time and, as Newsweek's promotional spread for Cinderella predicted,
a cure fur Disney's financial woes. 6 The film's dynamic combination offairy tale and
innovative technological presentation led to Cinderella's enormous success. Popular
singers of the period, including Perry Como, Bing Crosby, and Dinah Shore, recorded
songs from Cinderella's musical score in anticipation of the film's release. The film
grossed 4.247 million dollars in its first release, proving that fuiry tales were no longer
kid's stuff but big business. 7 Disney licensed the use of Cinderella's fuce and signature
and bombarded the consumer market with such merchandise as clothing, dolls, and bath
salts. Adult female contestants vied for the prizes awarded in "Cinderella-for-a-day"
competitions held before screenings nationwide, a ploy which further promoted Disney's
female ideal. 8 Winning contestants were not chosen purely for their appearance;
publicity teasers stressed that a "Cinderella" should be basically a charming and cheerful
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type who aimed to make others happy. Disney studio artists admitted that, in creating the
image of Cinderella, they did not attempt to achieve a "sweater girl," but a "universal
type" that would appeal to other women; yet they too admitted that Cinderella's "curves
are obvious and correctly placed."

9

Jane Yolen, the author of contemporary fuiry tales for children, claims that Walt
Disney, the "master candy-maker," concocted his American Cinderella as a "coy and
helpless dreamer" who awaits "her rescue with patience and a song." 10 Disney's
animated classic, in the guise of innocent childhood amusement, has aided in
acculturating several generations of children to dominantly imposed gender stereotypes.
One may easily overlook the stereotyping while the film's enchanting yet deeply
compromised ideological nature draws the viewer in, particularly with its endearing and
humanized animal characters. In June of 1950, a movie critic from the Saturday Review
credited the fihn's animal portrayals for its success; however, he noted that Disney could
not "turn his back on Cinderella," whom this critic called "a smug little number with a
mind as empty as a diary received on Christmas morning."ll Both Cinderella's human
and animal characterizations reinforce the long accepted belief that specific abilities are
traits natural to gender, as we will see in the behavior of the animated mice.
The film's opening tune ironically boasts that Cinderella is "as lovely as her
name," a name which the stepsisters of traditional tales utilize to mock the otherwise
nameless child because she is covered in ashes after being forced to sleep in the hearth.
The malicious stepsisters employ this tactic to further strip the young girl of her past
identity as a beloved child by emphasizing her current status as their servant. The voiceover narrator explains the fuct that her adoring futher has died and left Cinderella in the
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of her stepmother, who is "cold, cruel, and bitterly jealous of Cinderella's charm and
beauty." Cinderella, we are told, remains ever "gentle and kind" although she encountyrs
~'humility

and abuse." The first glimpse of the heroine (because here she is precisely that,

a footnote to the hero) reveals a fully developed and unsoiled young woman rather than
an ash-covered and mistreated child. From the comfort of a bed in a room of her own,
friendly bird companions awaken her and interrupt her "best dream." Both beautiful and
in possession of optimal domestic skills, Cinderella is an ideal patriarchal portrait of
womanhood from bed to breakfast. Unlike the literary version of the tale, the film never
portrays its fairy tale hero as a child who must successfully navigate the trials of the
maturation process before achieving the celebrated "happy ending." Cinderella projects
the image of the dominant male's conflicting desires for women to be both physically
attractive and dutifully domestic, submissive yet proud, vamp and saint. She stops to
look dreamily from her window at the palace in the distance, which invitingly glows with
a golden internal warmth, promising an escape from the coldness of her life. The
childlike diction and high-pitched timbre of the mice's voices must not fool the viewer as
to the identity of the real heroes of this film: the gutsy male mice are the characters who
ensure "poor Cinderelly's" eventual rescue. As one critic accurately noted at the time of
the fibn's release, Cinderella is the "sugar" and her mice companions are the "spice." 12
The females tidy-up while the males attempt adventurous endeavors, such as sneaking
food past the watchful eyes of the stepmother's treacherous cat Lucifer. Disney
animators take full advantage of color in contrasting the dichotomy of fuiry tale good and
evil Cinderella's skin tone and hair have a warm yellow glow, and the clothing that she
and the mice wear are bright and cheery. In contrast, the unapproachable stepmother's
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skin is sallow, her features angular, and her clothing dark. Frequently, she is depicted in
the shadows, and she strikes a notable similarity to her evil feline companion, particularly
in her catlike eyes and her long sharply pointed fingernails. And like Lucifer's, her hair is
mostly black, a color that filnunakers have historically used to suggest evil, just as
distinctly as the eat's name.

In the palace, the King, as the powerful patriarch ofthe film, tells the viewer that
he wants the Prince to find a wife who will provide him with grandchildren so that he
may enjoy the "pitter-patter" of little feet around the palace once again. The audience is
aware that Cinderella fits this motherly role nicely because they have watched her open a
draw filled with tiny clothes with which she dresses the mice according to their gender.
In fuct, her warm and loving nature has brought civility to the animal-helpers; so it is
understood that she possesses the qualities that will bring domestic tranquility to the
palace as well. The King arranges for the ball so that his son may meet a potential wife
under the romantic conditions of a starry night and gentle waltzes. Like the King, Disney

has contrived the perfect setting and characterizations for his portrayal of patriarchal
ideals. But while the King seems likely to settle on any bride for his son, the filnunaker
carefully constructs the woman who will fit the shoes of the traditional ideal of wife and
mother. The invitation to the ball arrives while Cinderella mops the floor during a
dreamlike trance. She is singing the melodic tune "Sing, Sweet Nightingale," while the
scene mirrors her image floating appropriately within delicate and airy bubbles that
surround her during her task. In contrast to Cinderella's sweet tones, her stepsisters
sourly perform the same tune in the music room, even to the distaste ofLucifer.
Interrupting the "music lesson," Cinderella brings her stepmother the note from the
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palace, which extends an invitation to "every eligible maiden." Here, Cinderella asserts
herself for the only time in the fihn: "That means I can go too!" At the protest of her
stepsisters, the wicked stepmother concedes that "if she finishes her work and can find
something suitable to wear" she too can go to the ball.
The tiresomely cheerful young woman goes to her room to alter a hand-me-down
dress, but her stepsisters quickly call her back to their service. The perceptive mice
realize that it is unlikely that she will have time to complete the dress because her
demanding family will "fix her with work, work, work," so the females volunteer to alter
the dress, shooing the males out with orders to "leave the sewin' to the women, you go
get the trirnmin's." The adventurous males once again risk their lives against the dreaded
Lucifer to retrieve a sash and beads discarded by the stepsisters, which will be used by
the female mice to decorate Cinderella's ball gown. The mice join forces with the birds
to complete the task, and they surprise Cinderella with a beautiful pink and white
creation. The dress flaunts Cinderella's feminine attributes, and this infuriates the jealous
stepsisters, who tear the dress to shreds, causing Cinderella to run off to the nearby
woods to cry under a weeping willow tree: "it's just no use, I have nothing left to believe
in." Cinderella escapes the stasis ofher home and runs to the natural world ofthe forest
to become revitalized. The_weeping willow tree, acting as a conduit for supernatural
power as the hazelnut tree does in the Grimms' tale, reaches toward heaven in search of a
cure for Cinderella's despair. Cinderella's own tears prompt the magical appearance of a
likeable but bumbling Fairy Godmother, who misplaces her wand, has trouble
remembering the magic words, and ahnost forgets to replace Cinderella's tattered dress
with one appropriate for her appearance at the ball. Although many find the Fairy
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Godmother's lighthearted nature appealing, the emptiness in her head is not. The
assignment to a "dithering homebody" of a role of power which symbolizes in traditional
tales the link to ancestral or spiritual forces that one may rely on in times of hopelessness,
is a stunning distortion of the tale's matriarchal heritage. 13 The Fairy Godmother
attempts to comfort the distraught girl by offering her a glimmer of hope: "If you lost all
your fuith, I couldn't be here." Her appearance thus authorizes the entrance of magic into
the tale. As in the Perrault version, the Fairy Godmother turns a pumpkin, as a
representation of nature's bountiful harvest especially in the United States, into the
carriage that takes Cinderella to the palace where she may break the hold :fust of tradition
and bring renewed life to the royal class. Cinderella enters the ball adorned in white
attire that looks very much like a wedding gown and immediately gains the attention of
the yawning Prince, who obviously has no interest in the many other maidens that are
lined up for his approval. He takes Cinderella's hand and waltzes her off into the garden.
The King, pleased that the prospects of a wife for his son and a mother for his
grandchildren have finally materialized, asserts his patriarchal power by warning the
Grand Duke to make sure that this encounter leads to his son's marriage. Cinderella's
midnight flight threatens the King's plans to bring revived lifu and new blood to his
kingdom through intermarriage with a woman of the people and of nature; so he sends
the Duke on a mission to find her by using the shoe as a key to her identity. (Needless to
say, Disney misses all of this.) Although the Duke reminds him that the slipper may fit
any number of girls, the King plans to hold the Prince to his promise to marry the maiden
whose foot fits in the slipper. Cinderella retreats once again to a dreamy state upon
realizing that her partner at the ball was in fuct the Prince and he was searching for her to
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become the princess-bride. Her reaction alerts the stepmother to Cinderella's identity as
the mysterious beauty of the ball, and she quickly locks Cinderella in her room while her
own daughters attempt to put on the glass slipper. The stepmother, unable to keep
Cinderella from testing the shoe that would identifY her as the chosen maiden, causes the
shoe to shatter by tripping its bearer. Having kept the other slipper as a memento of the
magical evening, Cinderella symbolically reveals the broken slipper's mate, which leads
to the story's closing upon a wedding kiss.

14

Disney's Cinderella promises that women who follow the traditional rules will be
rewarded for their subservience with dream fulfillment. Rather than realistically
satisfYing female dreams, Walt Disney's Cinderella fulfills the dreams of the dominant
culture by imposing stringent limitations to female aspirations and possibilities. While
dividing the world according to gender, Disney's film also exhibits the lack of ethnic
diversity that has plagued the film industry since its earliest years with an underlying
prejudice that further separates the world according to race. Historically, the film
industry used individuals of ethnically diverse cultures only to portray the roles of those
the dominant culture considered socially inferior. The portrayal of American Indians as
savage, Blacks as doormen, criminals, or servants, and Asians as wartime enemies in

films is commonplace. 15 Patricia J. Williams, a professor of law at Columbia University
and the author of essays that address race and gender in society, observes:

If poor Cinderella had been black, it would have been a whole diffurent
story.... slave girls who worked their fingers to the bone for their evil half
sister, the "legitimate" daughters of their mutual futher, the master of the
manse, the owner of them all; ... scullery maids whose oil-and ashes
complexions would not wash clean even after multiple waves of the wand.
These were the ones who harbored impossible dreams oflove for lost
mates who had been sold down rivers of tears to oblivion. These were the
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ones who became runaways ..... Women who invented their own endings,
16
even when they didn't get to live happily or very long thereafter.
Walt Disney's animated Cinderella follows the path of many films produced primarily for
children which ignore the significant existence of minorities in our diverse culture
sending the message to everyone that white is superior.
In its 1997 revival of Rodgers and Hanrmerstein's 1957 musical teleplay of

Cinderella (which is also based on Charles Perrault's tale), Disney Studios along with
BrownHouse Productions ameliorates this chronic tendency in film to reflect the
multicultural diversity of the nation. For Whitney Houston, an executive producer of the
12 million-dollar production, this version of Cinderella displays her commitment to
"advance and improve" the portrayals of African-Americans both in the movies and on
television.

17

A Daily News review of this 1997 version emphasized the changing

attitudes reflected in the depiction of a Black Cinderella, which reached an estimated 60
million people in its ABC premier telecast: "Think about Gone With the Wind. Wouldn't
Scarlett O'Hara have laughed, as the evil stepsisters laughed at Cinderella, if Butterfly
McQueen had said that ... she wanted to dance with Rhett Butler?"

18

The cast includes teen star Brandy as the first Black Cinderella to appear on
national television; Paolo Montalban, a native of the Phillippines, as the Prince;
Bernadette Peters as the evil stepmother; and Whitney Houston as the Fairy Godmother.

19

The casting also acknowledges the existence of biracial fumilies, which the telecast
represents in the King and Queen's marriage as well as the appearance of both a black and
a white stepsister. The multi-ethnic cast presents the story with its class distinctions in
tact, while testing the audience's expectations by placing minorities in the roles
traditionally filled by white actors. Laurie Winer, a theatre critic for the Los Angeles
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Times, notes that the vivid colors of the costuming, which she calls "a shimmering kettle
of color," work effectively to de-emphasize the varied colors of the actors' skin. The
flamboyant use of color in the teleplay also emphasizes the idea that people should be
distinguished on their individual merit rather than the color of their skin. 20
In this version, though from markedly diffurent social classes, the Prince and
Cinderella realize that they share feelings of confinement and a desire "to run away and
never come back," which places emphasis on the characters sameness rather than their
class and racial differences. Here, the film attempts to soften rigid traditional values and
bring conformity to the malleable Cinderella through its updated message that people of
all social standings, genders, and races deserve, in the words of this contemporary
Cinderella, to be treated "with kindness and respect. ,,21 When the Prince returns to the
palace, his mother, a representative of traditional values, plans a ball so he may find a
wife and produce an heir. Although he accedes to the Queen's demands that he attend the
ball, the self-assertive Prince makes it clear that when he marries it will be for love. The
characterization of this Prince is set in clear contrast to his counterpart in the animated
version, which presents a young man who acts as a puppet dancing to the tune of his
futher.
When the news of the ball reaches the village, the contrast between the
stepmother's values and those of Cinderella emerges. The plainly dressed hero cannot
make sense of the laughable costumes, which schooled in their mother's taste, her
stepsisters consider fushionable. While yelling "beauty knows no pain," the stepmother
tightens the corset of her robust daughter until the girl can hardly breathe, and then tries
to curb the unmannered "infectious" laughter of her second daughter. She drives these
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comically unrefined debutantes to fit a role that is both physically and emotionally
uncomfortable for them, paralleling the scene in the Grimms' tale in which the
stepmother urges her daughters to mutilate their feet in order to fit the confines of the too
tiny slipper.
This scene effectively establishes through comedy the ridiculous and even cruel
practice of forcing people into idealized conformity. In contrast to the strong and
assertive Prince, the stepsisters do not exhibit the self-confidence to resist their mother's
wishes. The stepmother preaches a bitter lesson that marrying for money is the only
reason to marry as she sings the lyrics: "Falling in love with love is fulling for make
believe." Hoping at first to attend the ball, Cinderella quickly relinquishes her timid
request because she too lacks confidence and instead sits near the hearth to let her
imagination take her to places that she has never been. Cinderella's imaginative
resourcefulness reveals that she could see beyond the image in the mirror to the potential
within herself. The Fairy Godmother appears during this creative state in the form of a
strong, beautiful, and self-assured woman. Defining the difference between becoming
lost in a dream and the possibilities that could begin with a wish, the Fairy Godmother
tells Cinderella that she must take action in order to change her existence. The Fairy
Godmother here transforms a pumpkin, mice, and Cinderella's attire just as she does in
the Perrault tale; however, with the encouraging words, "it's possible," the Fairy
Godmother gives the young woman the most important tools with which to change her
life, self-confidence and self-acceptance.
At the palace, the Prince yawns during his obligatory dance with each available
maiden. The Prince, dissatisfied with material and physical beauty in a marriage partner,
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seeks someone who meets more seriously human standards; nonetheless, the Prince's
compensation is not to choose wealth and beauty instead of but in addition to those
superior measures of human value. The lighting changes on the set to indicate the magic
of the moment as the Prince approaches her to begin a waltz in which the fluid and
natural movements reflect their compatibility. As Cinderella becomes transformed into a
confident young woman, this scene hints at the tale's matriarchal heritage as a tale of
rebirth while communicating the message that confidence is power for people of all
genders and races. Cinderella's newly acquired self-confidence quickly wanes as the
Queen interrogates her about her social standing, prompting the frightened girl to escape
before to the magic hour of midnight. The Fairy Godmother, anticipating the fragility of
the young woman's newly found confidence, is nearby to provide encouragement.
Cinderella then finds the Prince and they sing a duet that addresses the fickle and
confusing nature of physical attraction and questions whether their feelings are true and
lasting. The inclusion of this meditative lyric de-emphasizes the theme of love at first
sight that has been a target offeminist critics. Once again Cinderella takes flight, this
time because midnight negates the magical features provided by the powers of the Fairy
Godmother; yet she retains the inner confidence that eventually leads to her recognition
and happiness.
Upon losing sight of Cinderella, the Prince commits himself to search until he
finds the girl who fits the slipper because it is she that he loves (rather than waiting
passively at the palace as he did in the animated version while the King perpetuates the
search for the Prince's mate). When he eventually finds Cinderella at her house, he
eagerly accepts his beloved in her peasant clothing before the symbolic fitting of the
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slipper. Although this contemporary version of the Cinderella tale still depicts class
distinctions through the assignment of material wealth and the power of royalty, it
attempts to break through class barriers by placing minorities in roles of power: hero,
queen, prince, and fairy godmother. For all, but particularly for children--those who will
eventually elect the future leaders of this country--this holds the important truth that
gender and race has no bearing on the extent of one's capabilities and accomplishments.
The fairy tale elements of Rodgers and Hammerstein's musical version and its upbeat
contemporary message blend nicely with those feminists' views which encourage women
and minorities to become active agents in the pursuit of their own goals. Traditionally,
this pro-active trait has been reserved only for men, a fact which further reinforces
overall acceptance of passivity as women's expected response to life's challenges. A
review in Ebony claims that the "ultimate message" of this Cinderella production is that
African-American girls... just as much as White girls and those of other ethnicities...
can fulfill their drearns.'m
The characterization of an active and self-assured Cinderella is carried over in the
1998 film Ever After: A Cinderella Story. The film begins with the arrival of the
Brothers Grimm at the chateau of an aging French noblewoman who has requested their
presence. Although she enjoys Grimms' tales, their story of the little Cinder Girl disturbs
her and she plans to tell them the "true tale" ofher great-great-grandmother which
generated the fairy tale many years ago. This background sets the stage for a
contemporary re-telling ofthe Cinderella story despite being set in the sixteenth century.
Danielle, the daughter of an aristocrat, is an active and bright child whose idea of

fun is wrestling with Gustuv, her childhood friend, and reading with her father. Her
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futher returns home with his new wife, a Countess, and her two daughters, all of whom
offer a severe contrast of propriety to Danielle's earthy and boyish ways. Danielle's
loving, intelligent, and generous :futher does not see through the mask of his new wife's
aristocratic and prudish manners to recognize her true identity, a cruel and self-serving
woman. He gives Danielle a copy of Sir Thomas More's Utopia, which becomes a
cherished keepsake when shortly afterward her :futher dies, leaving her in the care of a
stepmother she barely knows. The story takes a ten-year leap to introduce the Prince
(Henry), a rebellious young man who protests the arranged marriage his :futher has
planned for him and intends to break free of his "gilded cage." The King and the Queen

air conflicting views on their son's radical behavior: his mother feels he should be
afforded some freedom of choice, but his :futher wants him to :full in line with the
traditional expectations of his royal position. Questioning the merits of his father's
traditional values, Henry comments that his parents' arranged marriage has not led to a
happy union (a view with which they concur) and he does not intend to make the same
mistake. The King allows him one escape from the arranged marriage, the Prince himself
must choose a bride and announce her name at the ball or marry as planned. Danielle is
re-introduced as a lovely young woman whom her stepmother has reduced to the status of
servant. This, however, is where Danielle's similarity to the traditional Cinderella ends.
She has inherited her father's interest in reading, particularly the Humanist
concerns of Utopia, which she professes and practices throughout the story. For
example, Danielle takes a personal risk by pretending to be a noblewoman in order to
retrieve a beloved servant that the stepmother has sold in order to pay back taxes. The
calculating and uncaring stepmother curtly berates Danielle's propensity for reading,
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which is clearly a tool of empowerment, stating: "Some people read because they cannot

think for themselves." The film's privileging testimony of intellectual endeavors is in
marked contrast to the dreamy "Disneyesque damsel in distress" offered in 1950. 23 This
Cinderella takes matters into her own hands without the aid of magic or animal helpers in
this realistic version of the tale; rather, the servants, whom she considers fu.mily, a
compassionate stepsister, and several friends offer some moral support in times of need.

In fuct, this beautiful, intelligent, strong willed, athletic, adventurous, and good-natured
young woman. takes charge of her destiny and strives to keep the only home she knows
from being lost because of the stepmother's greed. As a role model for contemporary
women, this nearly perfect young woman is as likely a candidate as the character of
Indiana Jones for contemporary men. However, the film does make some attempt to
follow the classical pattern, Danielle derives much of her strength from attachments to
her ancestry. She places much pride in the book, Utopia, which symbolizes the loving
memory and Humanist ideals of her futher, and in a beautiful dress and slippers that
belonged to her mother, whom she never had the opportunity to know but is often told
she resembles in both appearance and disposition. Here one should note that the futher's
gift reinforces her intellectuality; whereas her mother's gifts enhance her beauty, but the

film softens traces of gender stereotyping by suggesting that the girl inherited her spirited
nature from her mother. Although these are psychological rather than supernatural
elements, they act as instrumental links to her past that allow her to endure the tests that
she encounters and lead to her Cinderella outcome.
Her relationship with Henry develops throughout the story, unlike traditional
versions of the tale. She knows his royal identity from the start, but she fears the
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revelation of her true identity will incite the anger of the stepmother, who has her sights
set on the Prince as a husband for her eldest daughter, and will lead to the punishment of
the other servants who have aided her. When Danielle and Henry first meet he has little
direction, but her influence has a strong effect upon him. The theme of finding one's
complementary mate is dramatized in most Cinderella tales by showing individuals
brought together to make a matched pair who share a particular function, like a pair of
shoes. Although Danielle is beautiful, this modem Cinderella impresses her Prince
primarily with her stroug convictions and independent nature rather than her appearance.
In the best tradition of Thomas More, she inspires him to plan the construction of a
university and to free a group of unjustly enslaved men with her questions in regard to his
lack of humanitarian concerns and his wasteful use of power which would better be used
to benefit the people of his kingdom. However, though this otherwise assertive young
woman makes several unsuccessful attempts to reveal to Henry that she is not a likely
candidate for princess-bride because she is only a servant girl, it is the stepmother who
eventually divulges the truth. A test of the Prince's character replaces the shoe test that
typically acts as an index of Cinderella's worthiness in other versions of the tale. Upon
realizing her lowly station, Henry at first rejects Danielle. By the time he realizes his
mistake and attempts to rescue Danielle, who has been sold by the stepmother, the young
woman has already achieved freedom by employing the dueling skills her father taught
her as a child. Once again this young woman proves that she is not a damsel in distress
who needs to be saved by a man. Though the film later depicts the couple as married, a
strategy which subverts the event that is the climax of :fuiry tale versions, the marriage
continues to act as Cinderella's sacrificial absorption into a male dominated society. The
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King requires an audience with the evil stepmother and her eldest daughter, allowing

Danielle to decide their fute. She judiciously selects an appropriate form of retribution,
reducing them to the ranks of royal servants so that they can see what it is like to serve
the needs of others. 24

In Ever After: A Cinderella Story, the idealized hero absorbs the magical elements
that bring about traditional happy endings. She is an individual who has become the sum
of the many from her past; she is her futher, her mother, her spiritual ancestor or Fairy
Godmother (who are symbolic of both nature and nurture). By internalizing their positive
qualities the hero reaches the "microcosmic triumph" typical to fairy tale conclusions,
while satisfYing the audience's desire for her to attain upward mobility. 25 Just as the
Fairy Godmother evokes the aid of magic, Danielle draws from these psychological
strengths to rejuvenate her own life and the lives of those she loves. While the magic in
classical fuiry tales aids in acculturating women to traditional values by repressing their
desires and needs, the magic in this version is a socially liberating source within the hero.
Although this hero does not have to undergo the test of a glass or golden slipper to be
recognized, the audience should recall that her fuot still conveniently fits .
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This survey indicates quite clearly how, at first, slight and then thorough
modifications of the original tale have reflected the expanding aspirations and demands
of previously marginalized groups. To repeat, the important idea to take from these
alterations is the knowledge that the traditional tales like "Cinderella" need to be treated
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both critically and creatively, to expose their questions, collusions, and patterns of
escape. But we should remember that, for good or ill, we all wear slippers.
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